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BACKGROUND 
Trigger and JOIN21 completed an intensive workshop with two of Triggers advisors in target 
group management, communication and branding. The purpose of the sprint is to create a 
good and time-efficient starting point for further communication work around a product, 
service or customer promise.  
 
AGENDA FOR WORKSHOP: 

1. Insight: 
Identify the motivation and drive that both the business and target group have in 

common, and what trends and tendencies affect the business and provide 
opportunities.  
 

2. Trigger point 
Define the intersection between the business interests and the target groups wishes 
and needs. The trigger point is basically the strategic correction and communication 
platform.  
 

3. Communication initiatives  
Brainstorming on how the messages are to be communicated and reach the target 

group. The goal is to arrive at feasible communication activities that creates the 
desired engagement and achievement of results. We prioritize and choose the 
activities we want to continue with.  
 

 

RESULTS FROM COMMUNICATION SPRINT  
 

1. Target groups 
 
JOIN21 focuses on organizations with between 100 and 500 employees. We discussed 
typical customers and decision makers, what motivation and / or challenges they may have, 
and what JOIN21 can do for their organization and end users. 
 
We split them into senior executives, HR and Communications, key people without formal 
power to make decisions (influencers) and IT. Following is a summary and keywords from 
the workshop. 
 
Leaders: 

• Many managers feel they are not getting enough out of the organization. 
• The partner network of a business does not work. 
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• Many people know that the world and development are moving fast. The need for 
new products and services is increasing, but the pace of innovation stops. 

• How do I free up my organization's knowledge? 

• It is a requirement against many managers that more and more tasks must be solved. 
Several of them are both manual and time-consuming, and in larger organizations 
many report to management. 

• Some organizations are entitled to efficiency improvements because of budget cuts, 
but experience little involvement from employees and little interaction across 
departments (silo thinking). 

• In M&A processes / mergers, there is a great need to map out the organization's real 
maps. 

• Virtual organizations are spread geographically and meet little to face 

• Get the potential of a business cluster / cluster 

• Map and exploit the full potential of a co-working space 
 
HR & Communications: 

• In M&A processes, new organizational maps arise, demanding to implement. 

• Tech-fatigue. Employees are unable to use new technology. 

• Get an overview of communication needs / Visualize communication needs. 

• Onboarding - critical when hiring many new quickly, ex in growth phase. How to get 
effect and result early. 

• On-boarding is generally demanding. 
• When recruiting, we replace a "hole" in the organization and do the onboarding as 

quickly as possible. 

• Increasing need for competence development in organisation. Requirements for 
retraining / continuous learning are increasing drivers. 

• Routine and "static" tasks are time-consuming and less motivating. With the right 
tools, these are resources that could also have been used for interaction and 
productivity. 

 
Influencers:  
Want to change the organization and influence from within. Central people in an 

organization often become the person people come to with negative criticism and 
complains. It may become quite unfortunate over time. 
 

IT:  
Get a bigger overview and exploit the potential when development has moved to a low-cost 
country 
Struggling with outdated systems 
Difficult to implement tools and new platforms / system 
 
 Environmental analysis: 
In particular trends and tendencies in management, change management and working life, 
but also relevant megatrends in general.  
 
Decentralization and clustering 
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BigData organization internal. This trend is usually used externally, should be used more 
internally. 
Increased demands for interaction, industry slides and silo crushing. 
Leadership and organizational culture are increasingly characterized by soft values. 
Commercial players increasingly recognize the value of involving themselves in societal 
challenges and using their involvement in the positioning work. 
The new generation of workers demands room for maneuver to realize themselves, will take 

responsibility for their own work, therefore thrive in flatter, more democratic organizations. 
Rebellion against 9-5, 5 days a week and the classic work week. 
The environmental trend: the consumer requires organizations to relate to demands for 

sustainability and ethics at all stages of the value chain. Internal culture and how to treat 
employees is increasingly important in regards to how companies are perceived externally. 
 

2. Elements of value 
Table stakes: acceptable price point, GDPR compliant 

Performance: Make businesses scalable 
Operational: Interaction 
Strategic: Increases range 
Productivity: Time saving 
Realization ship: Strengthens the expert role, decreases response time. 
Staff: Individual growth and development. 
Career: Extends networks 
Purpose: Helps a business achieve its vision. Taking care of the human (CSR) 
 

TRIGGER POINT 
 
We assume that JOIN21 is both professional and methodically strong and technologically 
advanced. JOIN21's position and vision "We help people succeed and organizations win in an 
increasingly interconnected world". This is a good starting point that takes hold of both the 
human and commercial side in an organization while it says something about the time and 
the environment we live in. At the same time, it is also broad and general and says little 
about what JOIN21 does. When we have discussed the various drivers that affect JOIN21 and 
the challenges that JOIN21 answers, it is natural to start with the human. It is a resource 
with tremendous value in a business perspective, it is central to the individual employee and 
what JOIN21 can do for them and it gives a social position in a time of change, automation 
and digital opportunities where JOIN21 can lift the value of people and technology 
development that strengthens us. 
 
On this basis, Trigger recommend the platform:  
“We help organisations realize human potential.”  

A phrase that is long-term, holds a lot and at the same time is precise and gives a good sense 
of the essence of JOIN21. 
 
Other inputs: 
We realize human potential. 
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We realize the potential of organizations. 
We realize the potential of organizations in an increasingly interconnected world. 
We release ... 
We increase / strengthen /… 
 
Testing a new brand position: 
JOIN21 … 

- Unleashing human potential  
- Unleashing human and organizational potential 
- Unleashing human potential in an increasingly connected world 

- Unleashing human and organizational potential in an increasingly connected world 

 

COMMUNICATION PLAN 
 

The platform "We help organizations realize human potential" is the starting point for 

building the communication. The communication plan is intended to serve as a starting 

point for further work. We have chosen to divide these into our own and deserved 

channels. 

 

Custom channels: 

• Website 

• Company presentation / Pitch deck 

• Social Error / SOME 

 

Deserved channels: 

• PR 

• Lectures  

 

1. Website 
Customize the arguments and language so that the website communicates the message of 

"human potential". Style and tone: We recommend the use of an uncomplicated language, 

free of pungent concepts. The "release of human potential" should shine through as a main 

message and act as a red thread. To avoid repetitions, we suggest using synonyms and 

formulations of the same meaning: 

 

Ex. 

Release human potential = 

put knowledge in motion = 

get all the employees to use their expertise = 

make everyone perform optimally = 

make everyone feel that they contribute = 

Give everyone an opportunity to realize themselves. 
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Draft of how we can orient the text around human potential: 

Website headline: 

We help businesses realize human potential. 

 

Example of text on the front page: 

Do you work in an organization that gets the best out of all its employees? 

If the answer is no, you are by no means alone. Outdated organizational structures make 

many organizations struggle to put knowledge into motion. Poor communication leads to 

a lot of frustration and not least inefficient processes. At JOIN21 we are working on 

developing technology solutions that help you understand your own organization. 

Through networking technology and personal follow-up, we help organizations realize 

human potential so that all employees can use their expertise optimally. 

 

2. Company presentation 
 

Adept the massage of the company presentation to reflect «human potential».  

 

Suggestions for customization:  

 

▪ Start the presentation with a brief and precise description of what JOIN21 is doing, 

as described in the text example of the website. 

▪ Follow up with relevant cases that tell the story of how JOIN21 has managed to 

uncover and release the potential of some employees and how it led to better 

performance for the entire organization. A strong example is the story of the 

cleaner who turned out to be technology driven. Here it is also nice to refer to the 

Telenor case as the origin of JOIN21. 

▪ Description of the technological tools: go down to the details of how JOIN21 uses 

technology to make organizations work better. Use real-life examples / cases to 

explain how the technology works and link the rhetoric to the main message of 

"human potential". 

 

3. & 4. Social media and PR 
 

Editorial PR is an effective way of positioning, and social media also gives businesses the 

opportunity to be their own media houses. Although the formats are different, they have 

quite a lot in common. In both cases, it is recommended to speak on the target group's 

premises and preferably with relevant issues. Here you have the opportunity to take 

ownership of the conversation about inefficiency in outdated organizations and how 

Norway / the world sits on lots of untapped human potential. In addition to strengthening 

the brand, we build expert positions within the theme. We recommend JOIN21 to choose 

an internal ambassador who will represent the company externally. 
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We see many opportunities for editorial PR related to the vision of the release of human 

potential in both the press and the daily press. Examples of editorial inputs: 

 

Academic articles: 

 

▪ State of the union: Norway/ the world sits on lots of untapped human potential and 

how inefficient organizational life hinders development and innovation. 

▪ Vision of democratization through networks: how decentralization of organizational 

structures returns «power» to the «people». 

▪ Employer branding: Millennials refuse to work in outdated, heavily organized 

businesses. They want to take greater responsibility, will define their own work 

tasks and will have the freedom to manage their own work day. The possibility of 

self-realization is the key factor in choosing the workplace. How is the Norwegian 

working life rigged to satisfy new generations with employees? 

▪ Demystification of «buzz-ord»/humanize technology: «Automation» and 

«robotization» are really about the release of human potential.  

▪ Agenda setting of concepts: Editorial surfaces are a nice place for the establishment 

of professional concepts JOIN21 may «own» Ex. «No innovation without network 

leadership» 

▪ Updating the theme: opportunity to hook up to events / events in the media image 

that are relevant to the team. Ex. The release of the book "Bullshit Jobs" to David 

Graeber that is about people with meaningless roles in organizations. JOIN21 

attaches itself to the conversation around the book and puts it in the Norwegian 

context. 

 

CONTENT IN SEPARATE CHANNELS 
 

Good content is about telling stories people will read, like and share. In their case, as a 

B2B company, it is less about creating virality, and more about a continuous storytelling 

that establishes you as subject experts within the subject. 

 

We suggest the following content tags: 

▪ Real stories from working life. Our channels are well suited for lifting cases you 

have worked with. In order to make sure that the stories meet the decision makers, 

we recommend that you start with personas / customer profiles and the concrete, 

true challenges they struggle with in everyday life. (Ref. Target group insights). Ex. 

A real story that hits top executives is based on the challenge most managers are 

struggling with. Ex. Top managers feel that processes they initiate stop in the 

system. Based on a true leadership statement, tell how JOIN21 managed to remove 

the plugs in the organization. Continue with other stories that address the 

challenges of the other personas. Publishing - 2 times a month - depending on 

capacity. 
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▪ Actualities: ref. PR example on the release of the book «Bullshit Jobs» to David 

Graeber, which deals with people with meaningless roles in organizations.  

 

1. Seminar and lectures 
An effective tool for building the expert position further is to identify relevant arenas 

within both sector and theme and work actively towards building a central role. This 

direction gives obvious synergies to the editorial work and will eventually lead to JOIN21 

being invited as an expert and resulting in good leads and assignments. The master course 

at BI is a very good example of a good way to take such a position. If you are considering 

that network management is still "unloved" in Norway (and the Nordic countries) it 

would have been exciting to take the initiative to build up a separate network 

management conference. 

 

2. Creative Communication Measures 
 

Potential Index: 

The «Digital fitness» tool is renamed «potential index» with the aim of mapping the future 

potential of companies.   

 

The potential index can be used in several ways: 

▪ Create visibility: we publicly address large, well-known businesses and invite them to 

a chat. Ex. Posts on twitter / LinkedIn / Facebook: «Dear @SigveBrekke. our "potential 

index" tells us that #Telenor is 30 out of 100 points. Want to talk about how to free up 

the potential: in your organization/of all your employees? 

▪ Direct communication with decision makers. "Test the potential of your business". In 

order to secure the curiosity, we send mail to the decision makers with some simple 

questions that allow them to get an overall estimate of the potential of the company. 

The mail invites you to a personal chat and an opportunity for a more complex 

potential analysis. Here we also have the opportunity to be tactical using average 

figures from the industry: “We have mapped the potential of the energy industry and 

most of your competitors are at an average of 48 points (out of 100) in our potential 

index. Are you curious about how you are located? " 

▪ Company Presentation: The Potential Index is an excellent entry to company 

presentation, both as a sales argument for being invited in, and as an "ice breaker" in 

the meeting. 

▪ Our channels: a continuous presentation of the potential index, based on industries, 

actualities (eg. A company is reorganizing or closing a department, what does this do 

with their potential index?) 
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ACTION POINTS 
  

Action points When What 

Message platform TBA Develop new message platform based 

on "we help businesses realize human 

potential" 

Identify and adapt cases TBA Customize case based on new platform 

and prioritize target groups and user 

needs. 

Update website TBA Customize language and message 

Content and Channel 

Strategy 

TBA Create a publishing platform on ex. 

medium and set up a plan for sharing 

content on facebook and linkedin. 

PR TBA Choose a spokesperson to build the 

expert role. Identify editorial inputs 

and current media. 

Agenda setting measures TBA Implement the Potential Index. 

Campaign measures, PR & Content. 
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